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Abstract

When we translate Japanese sentence into English, sometimes several English words
become the candidates. However, the usage situation of these candidate words is
not the same. In order to choose appropriate words from them, we need to
understand the usage situation for each candidate words. Usage situation of the
words can be inferred by co-existing words in their example sentences. Co-existing
words in example sentences are not always the same, so in order to understand
usage situation, we need to generalize co-existing words from several example
sentences. However, some of us who do not consciously generalize the co-existing
words do not acquire the usage situation. This paper proposes the system which
provides the environment where we can explicitly generalize co-existing words
(keywords) in the example sentences to acquire the usage situation of the target
words. This system also has a generalization support mechanism to provide concepts
of words acquired through WordNet as hints. According to the experimental results,
participants who used the system in learning English words reduced the number of
incorrectly choosing the words and promoted to derive the own understanding of
the usage situation.

Keywords: English word learning, Usage situation, Generalization, WordNet, Example
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Introduction
When we learn second language, it is sometimes difficult to understand the usage situ-

ation of words, especially if there are more than one words of the similar meaning. For

example, English words create, make, build, and design are all translated into the same

Japanese word tsukuru, but their meanings are slightly different. If we only understand

the meanings of these English words by corresponding Japanese words, we cannot tell

their differences and, hence, are not able to use these words at the correct situation.

Various multimedia contents were introduced to facilitate obtaining words, such as

pictures and animation (Chen & Hsieh, 2008; Sun & Dong, 2004). Gamification is also

introduced to make memorization task enjoyable (Hasegawa, Koshino, & Ban, 2015;

Smith et al., 2013). These approaches might promote the memorization of the meaning

of English words, but did not support deep understanding of the meaning of words in-

cluding their usage situations. Some researches try to provide learning environment
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where we can learn words with their usage situation. Ogata et al. developed the ubiqui-

tous language learning support system which teaches gives that fit for the real world

situation where we use ubiquitous device (Ogata & Yano, 2004). Nishihara et al. intro-

duced comic to learn role words in Japanese and create quizzes by using scenes in the

comic book (Nishihara, Matsuoka, & Yamanishi, 2018). These systems encouraged us

to learn words according to our context. However, they did not explicitly discriminate

the usage situation of the similar words.

Rawson insisted that the concrete examples that illustrate how the abstract concepts

can be instantiated in the real-world situations support learning of the declarative con-

cepts (Rawson, Thomas, & Jacoby, 2015) and Nation suggested to introduce example

sentences so as to master words through reading (Nation, 2001). In example sentences,

words that we want to learn and words by which we can understand usage situation of

the target words are included together, so learning using example sentences leads to

understanding of the usage situation. Samia et al. suggested to memorize individual ex-

ample sentences in English word learning (Samia & Abdelkrim, 2012). This learning

method aimed to memorize typical phases that appear in example sentences, not to

grasp the usage situation of the words. Therefore, based on this method, we were not

able to acquire the knowledge to apply the words in the different phrases.

Usage situation of the words can be inferred by co-existing words in their example

sentences. Co-existing words in example sentences are not always the same, so in order

to understand usage situation, we need to generalize co-existing words from several

example sentences. However, some of us who do not consciously generalize the co-

existing words are not able to understand the usage situation.

Benson et al. proposed learning steps to understand meaning of words, including

their usage situation (Benson & Lor, 1999). They insisted that to generalize the mean-

ing of English words is important for deep understanding of the word. Matsubara et al.

suggested that observing several example sentences promotes understanding of the

usage situation of the words and proposed the retrieval system of example sentences

(Matsubara, Kato, & Egawa, 2008). This system implicitly expected us to generalize

situation of the example sentences given by the system, but did not explicitly support

the generalization.

To learn by example sentences is regarded as one type of the learning styles in dis-

covery learning. In discovery learning, we try to find general knowledge by generalizing

the observed targets (Johns, 2010; Swaak, Jong, & Joolingen, 2014; Yamashita et al.,

2016). Several researches tried to support the discovery learning and provided the

simulation environment where we can check whether our generalization is appropriate

(Veermans & Joolingen, 2004; Rieber, Tzeng, & Tribble, 2004). However, they did not

support generalization process itself.

The generalization is regarded as one of the important activities in learning (Rivera,

2014). However, since this generalization process is usually not trained in the school, it

is difficult for us to put in the habit of generalizing words every time we learn with ex-

ample sentences. McIntosh et al. tried to establish the curricula for acquiring the social

skill. Their curricula include giving several situations for using the social skills, which

promotes students to generalize their skills to apply to different situation. However,

how students generalize their skills is implicit, so that the generalization process is not

directly supported (McIntosh & MacKay, 2008). The aim of this research is to propose
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a method for making us execute explicitly the generalization process from example sen-

tences for acquiring the usage situation. The generalization process consists of two

steps: to extract the keywords from example sentences that may reflect the usage situ-

ation and to select common characteristics from keywords and replace them with one

generalized word.

As the first step of our research, this paper aims at making users experience this

generalization process and understand the effective of the generalization process.

This paper proposes the system through which we can externalize our

generalization process. In the system, we can manage the generalized words as a

graph structure. Externalizing our own generalization process through the system

makes us easier to derive the generalized words and consider the importance of

the generalization. However, we are not always able to derive the generalized words

easily, so the support method for generalizing words may be needed. In order to

cope with this problem, our system provides conceptual knowledge of words ac-

quired from concept dictionary called Japanese WordNet (Bond, 2018). Based on

the experimental evaluation, the proposed system could help us of considering the

usage situation of English words. In addition, the mechanism of providing the con-

cept dictionary contributed to the decision that the generalized words were appro-

priate. Since the number of participants was small, further evaluation should be

needed to prove the effectiveness of the system.

Currently, the quality of derived generalized words is not focused. In order to acquire

the correct usage situation, the viewpoints of generalization is important. If generalized

words do not relate to the correct usage situation, the target English words are not used

appropriately. Our future work will tackle this problem and develop the mechanism for

deriving the appropriate generalized word so as to reach the correct usage situation.

Overview of generalization-based learning support system
Learning method for understanding usage situation of words

In order to learn the usage situation of English words from its example sentences, it is

necessary to (step1) extract words expressing the situation from the example sentences

as keywords and (step2) generalize them as our own words as generalized words.

In step 1, keywords are determined according to the part of speech of the learning

words. Words that become keywords according to the part of speech of the learning

words are shown in Table 1. If the part of speech of the learning word is a verb, an ob-

ject of the verb represents the usage situation of the learning word. If the learning word

is an adjective or an adverb, the word that it modifies becomes the keyword. For ex-

ample, let us assume that the learning word is build and its example sentence is “We

build a house.” Since the usage situation of the verb is determined by its object, the

word house becomes the keyword.

Table 1 Words that represent usage situation according to the part of speech of learning word

Part of speech of learning word Word in example sentences that represents usage situation

Verb Object of the verb

Adjective Object that the adjective modify

Adverb Verb that the adverb modify
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In step 2, generalization is a process of exchanging target words into a new word that

consists of common characteristics of the target words. Generalized words should in-

clude characteristics of all keywords of the learning word, but do not include keywords

of other words of the similar translation. In order to derive such generalized words, we

sometimes need to generalize the generalized words as well, so as to include general-

ized words of all keywords. Figure 1 shows example of practicing this learning step. In

this example, the learning words are bake and generate, both representing tsukuru

(making) in Japanese. The encountered example sentences are as follows: “I bake cake.”,

“I bake bread in the oven.”, and “I generate an electricity.” In step 1, the objects of these

verbs are selected as keywords from the example sentences, such as cake, bread, and

electricity. In step 2, generalized words are generated from the specified keywords. In

this example, baked goods is generated from cake and bread, energy is derived from

electricity, and intangible is generated from energy. In this case, we can take bake when

creating a sentence whose object is potato.

Of course, there are more than one common characteristic of keywords. If character-

istics that do not relate to the usage situation are selected and generalized word is de-

rived based on them, the correct usage situation of learning word cannot be acquired.

For example, if sweet is derived from cake and bread, it may be difficult to reach to the

baked goods and bake is not able to be selected when making baked potato. The level

of generalization is also important. For instance, if food is generalized from baked goods,

all foods probably are used with bake. However, it is inappropriate to use bake with

jelly or soup. Therefore, in generalization process, appropriate characteristics should be

selected and appropriate level of generalization should be made.

In this research, as a first step of acquiring the usage situation based on the

generalization, the aim is to let us get used to the generalization process. The correct-

ness and appropriateness of the generalized words are not considered and the develop-

ment of the support mechanism to lead to the correct generalized words remains as

our future work.

Fig. 1 Example of generalization
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System overview

Figure 2 shows the overview of the system that supports generalization of keywords.

This system provides an interface through which learning words, keywords, and gener-

alized words can be organized by graph structure. The graph is defined as a classifica-

tion graph and the interface is called a classification graph interface. By expressing

relationships among learning words, keywords, and generalized words using graphs

structure, the generalization may be promoted and the comparison between words be-

comes easier. Also, we can understand the way of acquiring the usage situation. The

created classification graph is stored as classification graph data.

On the other hand, generalization support mechanism provides hints for users who

have difficulty in deriving generalized words. For such users, presenting a meaning of

the words in the classification graph may become trigger to come up with the general-

ized words. The system holds concept dictionary and presents the meaning of a word,

if required.

Classification graph interface
The classification graph is a form for organizing learning words, keywords, and their

generalized words. It consists of nodes and links. The nodes represent words and have

their types, such as “learning word,” “keyword,” or “generalized word.” The link repre-

sents a derivation relationship. That is, the link between “keyword” and “learning word”

indicates that the “keyword” is derived from “learning word.” In the same way, the link

between “generalized word” and “keyword” shows that the “generalized word is derived

from “keyword.” Figure 1 in the “Overview of generalization-based learning support

system” section is the classification graph. The nodes in the first layer correspond to

learning words and those in the second layer are keywords. The nodes in the deeper

layer represent the generalized words.

Fig. 2 Overall framework of system
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We have developed a system through which users can easily create this classification

graph. This system is implemented with programming language C#. Figure 3 shows the

classification graph interface. Through this interface, users can create a classification

graph by inputting learning word, keywords, and generalized words. The interface is

composed of a classification graph display section for displaying a classification graph

and a keyword input section for inputting a learning word, a translation of a learning

word, an example sentence, and keywords extracted from the example sentence. In the

classification graph display section, the classification graph created by the user is dis-

played. The “learning word” node is shown as yellow, the “keyword” node is blue, and

the “generalized word” node is green. The link is represented in black. When the user

inputs the learned example sentences and the keywords extracted from them into the

keyword input section and pushes the add button, the nodes representing the learning

words and keywords are displayed in the classification graph display section, and the

links are added between them. In the nodes, words and IDs assigned automatically by

the system are described. The created nodes can be removed or modified through key-

word input section. In addition, all nodes in the classification graph display section are

erased by pushing the reset button.

When the generalization button of the keyword input section is pushed, a

generalization interface for creating generalized words is emerged (Fig. 4). In the key-

word generalization section, new generalized word is created from keywords. By speci-

fying keywords to be generalized, entering a generalized word for it and pushing the

decision button, a node representing generalized word is generated in the classification

graph. In the re-generalization section, new generalized word can also be derived from

existing generalized words. When generalized words to be generalized and created gen-

eralized words are input and a decision button is pushed, a new generalized word node

is generated and linked with the original generalized word nodes.

Generalization support mechanism
In order to derive generalize words, we need to know the meanings of words to be gen-

eralized. However, depending on the vocabulary skills, sometimes, we do not under-

stand the meaning of words and we cannot produce generalized words. In order to

Fig. 3 Classification graph interface
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cope with the situation, this research introduces a concept dictionary for producing

hints for deriving generalized words with understanding of the meaning of words. Vari-

ous concept dictionaries are developed and this research uses Japanese WordNet as a

concept dictionary (Bond, 2018). Japanese WordNet is a translation of WordNet devel-

oped by Princeton University (Princeton University, 2018). It contains not only Japa-

nese but also English description of the concepts of each word. By using Japanese

WordNet, the meaning of both generalized words written in Japanese and keywords de-

scribed in English is able to be acquired.

Among various information provided by WordNet, the system provides the concepts

of the input words as hints. Let us assume that we try to generalize the meaning of

“cake” and “bread.” The concept of the bread is “food made from dough of flour or meal

and usually raised with yeast or baking powder and then baked” and that of the cake is

“baked goods made from or based on a mixture of flour, sugar, eggs, and fat.” According

to these concepts, words “bake” and “flour” are commonly used. Therefore, the possible

generalized words can be “something made from flour” or “baked good.”

Although WordNet has superordinate concept, the system does not provide it. It is

because the concept of the single word is not always applied as a concept of all key-

words of the learning word. In addition, to consider generalized words by ourselves

may encourage us of creating our original interpretation about the usage situation.

The proposed generalization support mechanism is integrated into classification

graph interface (Fig. 3). When the concept search button in the concept search section

is pushed, the window for searching the concept knowledge is displayed (Fig. 5). By in-

putting the type of word and node ID, the concept of the selected words is acquired

from WordNet and shown at the concept search section in Fig. 3.

Experiment
An evaluation experiment was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed learning method, learning support system, and generalization support mechan-

ism. The evaluation experiment was carried out in two parts (experiments I and II). In

experiment I, whether the generalization process and the classification graph interface

can promote understanding of usage situation of English words was evaluated. The

change of learning behavior in learning English word is also examined. In experiment

II, the effectiveness of the generalization support mechanism in the system was verified.

Fig. 4 Generalization interface
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Experiment I

Setting

We have verified the effectiveness of the generalization process and the classification

graph interface on understanding of usage situation of English words. The experiment

was conducted with eight undergraduates in our university (participants a to h). Fig-

ure 6 shows the experimental procedure. In order to acquire participants’ understand-

ing of usage situation of English words, pre-test was carried out. In the pre-test, two

kinds of tests were provided. One is the multiple-choice question for creating the Eng-

lish translation of the Japanese sentences (Fig. 7). In this test, Japanese sentence and its

English translation sentence were given. In the English translation sentence, one word

was blank and choices for the blank were given. Table 2 shows Japanese words that

correspond to the blank part, English words that were prepared as the choices, and the

usage situation of the English words. The usage situation was defined based on the arti-

cles that explain the differences of similar English words. One question was prepared

for each Japanese word. Nineteen questions were given. The other test asked for the

usage situation of each English word (Fig. 8). English words whose Japanese translation

are the same were provided and participants were asked to answer their usage situation

in the free description form. After the pre-test, for each participant, sets of English

Fig. 5 Window for searching concept knowledge

Fig. 6 Experimental procedure of experiment I
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words that were not fully understood were selected as learning words. Table 3 shows

three Japanese translations of English words that were selected as learning words.

In learning 1, participants were asked to learn the usage situation of the word A with

given example sentences without the system. They were able to learn by their own

styles with the given example sentences, but they were not allowed to see other learn-

ing contents, including web pages and dictionaries. Two to three example sentences for

each English word were prepared and were given to participants with Japanese transla-

tion (Fig. 9). Learning was terminated when the participants felt that they could use the

word A properly. Next, in learning 2, example sentences of word B were given like

Fig. 7 Multiple-choice question in pre-test

Table 2 English words used in the pre-test, their Japanese translation, and their usage situation

Japanese
word

English words (choices
of questions)

Usage situation (answers of questions)

Erabu Prefer Choose based on personal preference and taste

Pick Choose quickly and intuitively

Choose Select people and things from many options.

Atsumeru Gather Collect spiritual and abstract things

Assemble Bring large numbers of people together in one place for a purpose

Collect Select and collect things in different places

Naosu Heal Cure illness

Modify Improve the original thing

Mend Repair damage, often used in relatively simple damage.

Repair Repair damage, often used in cases where specialized skills are required
or complicated and large-scale repairs are performed

Ryori wo
suru

Boil Cook at high temperature with water

Fry Cook a pan or pan with oil, add meat, fish or vegetables

Bake Bake bread and sweets not by direct heat but by heat conduction

Tsukuru Create Create something that did not exist before

Manufacture Create large-scale product with machine

Generate Create something automatically by following the fixed process

Miru Observe Keep an eye on the situation for a while to observe the progress

Read Look at words or symbols and understand what they mean

Watch Look the moving objects for a moment
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learning 1, and participants were asked to learn with the system without using the

generalization support mechanism. At the beginning of the learning, learning word

nodes and keyword nodes in the classification graph are already given in the classifica-

tion graph interface. Participants were asked to create the generalized words from

them. Learning was terminated when the participants felt that they could use the word

B properly. In the post-test, participants were asked to modify the answers of pre-test

results of their learning words A and B, if they wanted to change. From the changes,

the effectiveness of the generalization process and the system was evaluated.

After that, participants were asked to learn word C without the system. This was

done to investigate whether the learning attitudes of participants were changed by the

learning using the system. Therefore, in the questionnaire, questions related to their

learning attitudes were asked. Also, the impression of the system was asked in the ques-

tionnaire. Table 4 shows items of the questionnaire.

Result

Table 5 shows the numbers of improvement rates of the multiple-choice question test

and usage description test for the words A and B. For the multiple-choice question, 1.0

Fig. 8 Usage description in pre-test

Table 3 Learning words for each participant

Participants Learning words

A B C

a Atsumeru Naosu Erabu

b Atsumeru Naosu Miru

c Atsumeru Naosu Tsukuru

d Atsumeru Naosu Erabu

e Erabu Atsumeru Naosu

F Atsumeru Naosu Erabu

G Naosu Tsukuru Atsumeru

H Atsumeru Naosu Erabu
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means that participants improved all incorrectness in the pre-test. ‘-’ means that partic-

ipants’ answers in pre-test were all correct and there was no room for the improve-

ment. Our system does not support deriving correct generalized words. It aims at

making participants’ original interpretation regarding to the usage situation. Thus, the

improvement rate of the usage description means the ratio of decreasing blank

answers.

From Table 5, participants b, e, and h improved the scores in the multiple-choice

question test and participants c and g decreased the number of blank parts in the usage

situation. According to the result of the one-sample t test for the multiple-choice ques-

tion test, there was a significant difference between the learning result without the sys-

tem and that with the system (t (11) = 1.951, p < 0.05). On the other hand, the result of

the one-sample t test for the usage description test indicates there was significant ten-

dency between the learning result without the system and that with the system (t

(13) = 1.549, 0.05 < p < 0.1). According to these result, to generalize the keywords in the

example sentences helped participants of understanding the usage situation.

Table 6 is the learning result of Word B using the system. In Table 6, “a” is the num-

ber of English words, “b” is the number of derived generalized words, and “c” is the

Fig. 9 Given example sentences

Table 4 Questionnaire items

Item Question sentence Type of answer

1 What did you consciously learned in the third learning
(learning 3)?

Free description

2 Were you able to select keywords easily when using the
system?

5 Likert scale (1 is the worst, 5 is the
best)

3 Did you easily create generalized words in the system? 5 Likert scale (1 is the worst, 5 is the
best)
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number of derived generalized words that are the generalization of all their keywords.

In addition, for Table 6 (b) and 6 (c), the number of derived generalized words that

lead to the correct usage situation is indicated with the parentheses. According to the

Table 6 (b), about 52 % of the derived generalized words do not relate to the correct

usage situation. In addition, from Table 6 (c), about 48% of the generalized words that

are derived from all the keywords do not represent the usage situation. The reason for

these inappropriate generalized words is due to prepared example sentences. For ex-

ample, since the objects of the “mend” in the example sentences are doll and skirt,

Nuno (cloth in English) is derived as a generalized word from many participants. The

correct answer for “mend” is “simple damage.” If example sentences with other simple

objects, such as shoes or chairs, are given, participants might reach to the correct gener-

alized words. Currently, our system only provides the environment where we can expli-

citly practice the generalization process. However, this environment does not ensure

the acquisition of the correct usage situation. We need to devise the mechanism that

encourages participants to check the appropriateness of generalized words by compar-

ing them with other example sentences.

Table 7 shows the answers to the questionnaire item 1. Many participants focused

the related words of the learning words and their differences. They also tried to

generalize the related words. However, learning 3 was conducted just after the post-

Table 5 Improvement rates of the multiple-choice question test and usage description test

Participants Improvement of multiple-choice question test Improvement of usage situation test

Word A Word B Word A Word B

a – 1.0 1.0 1.0

b 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

c 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0

d – – – 1.0

e 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

f 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

g 1.0 1.0 0 1.0

h 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 6 The learning result of Word B using the system

Participants (a) The
number of
English
words

(b) The number of derived
generalized words (the number of
words that relate to the correct
usage situation)

(c) The number of derived
generalized words that are the
generalization of all their keywords
(the number of words that relate to
the correct usage situation)

a 4 5 (1) 1 (0)

b 4 5 (4) 2 (1)

c 4 5 (2) 4 (2)

d 4 4 (1) 3 (1)

e 3 8 (4) 1 (1)

f 4 4 (2) 4 (3)

g 3 4 (2) 2 (0)

h 4 7 (4) 4 (3)
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test, so they might be influenced by learning 2. We need to conduct further experi-

ments to investigate whether participants’ learning attitudes are really changed.

Table 8 shows the number of participants’ answers for questionnaire items 2 and 3.

From the results of item 2, all participants could select the keywords easily. On the

other hand, from the result of item 3, half of the participants had difficulty in creating

the generalized words. Some participants commented “I could not imagine the kinds of

words to create.”, “I could not have confidence for the generalized words that I have

created.”, and “I had difficulty in deriving generalized words for some keywords.” These

comments suggested the necessity of the generalization support mechanism.

Experiment II

Setting

Effectiveness of the generalization support mechanism was evaluated. The experiment

was conducted with eight undergraduates in our university (participants i to p). Fig-

ure 10 shows the experimental procedure. In the experiment, participants were asked

to answer the pre-test, which is the same as that in experiment I. After the pre-test,

learning word D was decided according to their pre-test scores. Table 9 shows the

learning words for each participant. Participants were asked to learn the learning word

D using given example sentences and a system. However, in this phase, there were not

allowed to use the generalization support mechanism. In questionnaire 1, they were

asked to answer the question “Were you able to derive the generalized words easily?”

The answer was selected from 4 Likert scale. 1 is the worst and 4 is the best. After the

questionnaire 1, participants who had difficulties in creating the generalized words were

allowed to use the generalization support mechanism. In using the mechanism, partici-

pants who used the mechanism were asked to write down the search words, created

generalized word, and words that were used to derive the generalized word. Learning

was terminated when the participants felt that they could use the word D properly. In

the last questionnaire, they were asked the same question as questionnaire 1, and the

Table 7 Answer of questionnaire item 1

Participants Answer

a See related words

b Relation between English words

c Classification of words

d Differences of keywords

e Object words of the learning words

f Situation or target in which learning words are used

g Consider the usage situation, as the same way as what I thought in studying with the system

h To find common words in example sentences and generalize them

Table 8 The number of participants for each answers in the questionnaire items 2 and 3

Questionnaire
item

Answer

1 2 3 4 5

2 0 0 0 2 6

3 0 1 3 3 1
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results were compared with that of the questionnaire 1 so as to evaluate the effective-

ness of the generalization support mechanism.

Result

Four participants (i to l) used the generalization support mechanism and did learning

5. Table 10 shows the questionnaire results of these participants and Table 11 displays

the searched words, created generalized words, and words from which generalized

words were created.

In their classification graphs, 18 generalized words created before using the

generalization support mechanism. Among them, 13 were the words that are included

in WordNet. The other words are compound words such as “something big” and are

not able to be searched in the WordNet. However, searched words by participants i, j,

and k were keywords, not the generalized words that participants derived. We consider

that generalized words are created by participants themselves and their meanings are

familiar with them, so most participants do not search generalized words. Instead, they

tend to search the meaning of given keywords that are usually included in WordNet.

This indicates the appropriateness of introducing WordNet as generalization support

mechanism.

From Table 11, three participants could derive the generalized words. For all three

participants, words in the searched results were used to derive the generalized words.

These participants were all answered 4 in the questionnaire 2. They commented “The

mechanism was useful because I could confirm the Japanese translation of unknown

words,” and “To compare meaning of words helped me.”

On the other hand, participant l could not create new generalized words. He com-

mented that “I tried to create generalized words using the results of the searched

words. However, after observing the search result, I found that searched words were

not appropriate for keywords.” Although new generalized words were not created, the

searched result contributed to the decision that the selected words were not

Fig. 10 Experimental procedure of experiment II

Table 9 Learning word D

Participants Learning word D

i Naosu

j Kaku

k Naosu

l Kaku

m Naosu

n Tsukuru

o Atsumeru

p Naosu
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appropriate. In this point, the search result was able to provide effective information

for creating the classification graph.

Conclusion
This research proposed the learning support system for understanding usage situation

of English words by the generalization of keywords in the example sentences. The

learning system provided the interface where we can explicitly practice the

generalization process and we can manage the generalized words easily. In addition, for

people who have difficulties in generalizing words, the generalization support mechan-

ism that provides concept knowledge of words from WordNet has been proposed. As a

result of evaluation experiments targeting verbs, participants were able to select appro-

priate words and were able to have their own interpretation about the usage situation

of the English words. From these results, to generalize keywords that come with learn-

ing words in example sentences may be effective for understanding usage situation of

English words. On the other hand, from the experimental result of using the

generalization support mechanism, 3 out of 4 participants were able to derive new gen-

eralized words. These participants said that concepts of words given by the mechanism

helped them of noticing the generalized words. Since the numbers of participants in

both experiments were small, we need further experiments to evaluate the effectiveness

of our system and the learning method.

Current system only provides the interface for practicing the generalization process

and does not support deriving the appropriate generalized words. In generalization, the

common characteristics of keywords are found and are replaced with one word/phrase.

If the common characteristics that do not relate the usage situation is selected, the

characteristics does not indicate the correct usage situation. One solution for this prob-

lem is to provide a large number of example sentences. If there are a large number of

keywords, the number of their common characteristics is small and derived generalized

word may relate to the usage situation. In order to realize this solution, we need to de-

vise a mechanism of providing many example sentences. There are many online the-

sauruses that prepare many example sentences. To acquire the example sentences of

Table 10 Results of questionnaires 1 and 2

Participants Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 2

i 2 4

j 2 4

k 2 4

l 1 1

Table 11 Searched words, generalized word, and words used to create generalized words

Participants Searched word Words from which generalized words
were created

Created generalized word

i Sock Sock, doll Nuno (cloth in English)

j Route Line, route Icchokusen (straight line in
English)

k Fracture Disinfectant, fracture Karada (body in English)

l Oil painting, eye
brow
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the learning words from such thesaurus and provide them may encourage users to

reach to the correct usage situation.

The other solution is for the system to check the correctness of generalized words de-

rived and give feedback whether they are correct or not. If the derived generalized word

is correct, the example sentence of the learning word with the generalized word exists.

For instance, baked goods is a generalized word of cake and cookie that are often used

as an object of the learning word bake. If we search the sentence “I bake baked goods”

with Google, more than 3000 pages are searched. However, if we search the sentence “I

baked brown thing,” there is not a page. Therefore, to derive the mechanism that shows

the search results of the sentence that contains the learning word and the generalized

words may help us to check our generalization result and may promote us to modify

the generalized word, if the number of the search result is small.

In the current system, we need to select keywords from example sentences by our-

selves to create the nodes of the classification graph. In such case, we may not always

be able to select correct words as keywords. The part of speech of the keywords for the

learning words is defined in Table 1, so the keywords of example sentences can be ex-

tracted automatically by using the part of speech tagger. For our future, we need to

introduce the part of speech tagger into the system and develop the mechanism that

provides the keywords of the example sentences automatically.
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